
Life on the Color Line Summative Test 2 

Covering chapters 6 and 7 

Name______________Hour________ 

This is your test only.  Do not help or share answers with anyone!!!  I will know so please 

please please do not go there  

1. Page 62 Immediately, she was fired from her job. After my father’s birth, his light skin was a 

daily reminder in turn of the century Bowling Green of the forbidden and unforgiven star-

crossed union between black and white. 

Who was fired? 

Why was she fired? 

Who was the little baby? 

Did the white dad of this baby ever become part of his son’s life? 

 

2. Page 64 “I’ve got me a big shot lawyer in the making. He’s sitting over there gettin coal dust 

on his books. He’s gonna be the man I wanted to be. Right Counselor?” 

Who is talking here and what is he talking about? 

 

 

3. Page 77 I like them and they need some help. You shoulda seen how they was living down 

there in the alley, amongst all them no count thieves and hustlers. I almost cried when I walked 

through the gate at Sallies’ and saw Buster and her both stretched out on the ground dead drunk. 

The boys just sitting there on a plank bench waiting for them to wake up 

Who is talking? 

Explain what is going on in this part of the book and why the speaker decided she had to do 

something to help. 

 

 

 

4. Page 78 “Come one, Dad, let’s go home. Miss Dora’s waiting. You promised to go to the 

grocery.” He looked up from the dice he just rolled across the floor. 

Who is talking? 

Explain what is going on in this part of the book. 

 

Answer each question with complete sentences and use evidence from the text in your 

analysis. 

 

5.  On page 66, Tony says that the boys may be better off in an orphanage. What would be 

some of the positives of an orphanage? What are the downfalls of living in Grandma 

Sallie’s home?  Argue whether or not they would be better off in an orphanage. 



 

 

6. Miss Dora becomes the boy’s savior. How does she step in and save them? Give specific 

examples  to support that she is finally the positive parent figure that they need in life. 

 

 

 

7. Tony messes up over and over again. Still, he does have moments where he shows that he 

loves Greg. When are times that he encourages Greg?  

If Tony became sober, do you think he could ever redeem himself and become a good father? 

Explain. 

 

 

 

8.   According to the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, “alcoholism is a 

disease. The craving that an alcoholic feels for alcohol can be as strong as the need for 

food or water. An alcoholic will continue to drink despite serious family, health, or legal 

problems. Would you say Tony has this disease?  Give evidence to  support your claim. 

 

 

 

9.  “I stalked out the corner next to the potbellied stove and tackled my schoolwork, but the 

shouting and arguing  made it hard to concentrate. Mike didn’t even bother to study. He 

sat alongside Dad absorbing the nightly monologues  and bawdy jokes.  Why do you 

think Mike is so different than Greg?  Why would one son succeed in life and not 

the other? 

 

 

 

10. Though only ten years old, I faced one of the hardest decisons of my life: to dream or to 

despair. Too young to realize the odds against any one of us ever walking from those 

tracks and changing the circumstances of our  lives, I chose to dream.  Why do you 
think the odds were against Greg changing the circumstances of his life?  
What characteristics does this young boy have that leads him to success?   
 

 

 

 


